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MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD BOREHOLE CORRECTIONS FOR DUAL-DETECTOR DENSITY LOGS

RICHARD C. CARLSON

Lawrelace Livermore National Laboratory, P. O, Box 808, Livermore, CA 94551

ABSTRACT

Dual-detector density logs have been used in the petroleum industry for years. The tool was
designed with a second detector to allow compensation for the effect of a layer ofmudcake between the

, tool and the formation being measured. The compensation algorithm commonly used calculates the
correction to apply to the density measured by the long-spaced detector as proportional to the difference
in the densities measured by the two detectors. The coefficient of proportionality is determined from

. experimental data taken with the tool in a fluid-filled hole of 15 to 40 cm diameter,with uniform
thickness sheets of various materials simulating the mudcake. In applying this technology for the
Containment program at the Department of Energy Nevada Test Site (NTS) we have discovered two
problems. First, we frequently log in air.filled holes much larger than 40 era. Correlations between the
corrected data and the amount of correction applied suggest that the standard algorithm undercorrects in
these circumstances. Second, the gap, or layer, is rarely uniform with depth or vertical position on the
face of the tool. We have found that when the source end of the tool makes better contact with the wall

than the detector end, the standard algorithms will undercorrect the data. When the reverse is true, the
algorithm can overcorrect the data. We have developed a method to determine the proper amount of
correction dynamically. No experimental data on the gap effect are needed as long as the two detectors
are calibrated to read the proper density when the gap is zero. The method assumes that the form of the
equation used in the standard algorithm is correct, but uses the variation of the two density signals with
depth to determine the appropriate value of the coefficient, assumirg true density varies more slowly than
the gap effects. Essentially, at each depth point we use that value of the coefficient which would
produce the smoothest density over a shon depth interval of the log centered at the depth of interest. A
least squares method which assumes both axes of the fit have significant noise is used. Ironically, the
expression used is simpler than the standard one which assumes no error in the independent variable.
This new, maximum likelihood, method appears to work better than the standard method in both fluid
and air-filled holes where the borehole wall is rough and no mudcake is present. It cannot, however,
correct for a uniform mudcake or air gap, and so complements but does not replace the standard method.

INTRODUCTION dependent errors becoming significant beyond that point. It
was emphasized that individual measurement of layer

Dual-detector density logs were introduced to the thickness and density was not required to correct logging
, logging industry nearly 30 years ago (Wahl, et al, 1964). data.

The tool was designed with a second detector to allow

compensation for the effect of a layer ofmudcake or In applying this technology for the Containment
, drilling fluid between the tool and the formation being program at the Department of Energy Nevada Test Site

measured. The original paper recognized that the (NTS) the problems described above are particularly
compensation method required the layer or fluid-filled gap severe. Because the holes are air-filled, the density contrast
to be uniform or the tool to be parallel to the borehole wall, between the layer and formation is almost double that seen
and would over or undercorrect if this was not the case. in mud-filled holes. In addition, the historical coefficients

The amount of correction to apply to the apparent long- determining the magnitude of the correction are only
spacing density was derived from the count rates ofthe two readily available for mud or water-filled holes of 150 to
detectors using an undisclosed algorithm which did not 400 nun diameter, while we must log holes as large as 4 m
depend on bulk formation density. The algorithm was in diameter. Because the holes are drilled in weak tufts and
derived from laboratory measurements of tool response alluviums they are rugose, and the gap, or layer, is rarely
where formation density and the thickness and density of uniform with depth or vertical position on the face of the
the layer were known. It was shown to be accurate for tool. The tool cannot be parallel to the wall because some
corrections less than .1 gm/ec, with formation density part of the tool is almost always in contact since the face of



the tool is pushed against the wall. The tool can ride up the In Figure 2 we plot short-spaced, long-spaced, and
hole with the source end in contact, the (far) detector end in corrected densities at the same scale, versus depth, using
contact, or some point in between. Note that a layer of the standard algorithm. The formation in this interval is
mudcake between the tool and the borehole wall is strong and should have a fairly uniform density with a

equivalent to a gap filled with a material of mudcake value near the peak values seen in the figure. Those peak
density. In the balance of this paper we will refer to all values, of course, are the locations where the long and
such space between the tool and wall as a gap, defining the short-spaced densities agree, and no correction is needed.
particular density only when needed. Note that where the long-spaced density dips, the short-

spaced data does also, and more vigorously. The dips in
Figure 1 shows corrected density and the amount the corrected density at these locations is an indication that

• of correction applied on a industry standard compensated more correction is needed there.
density log in a large water-filled hole with no mudcake. It
illustrates the type of logging results which ultimately led

-,_-_._.
to development of the current method. Since one would _°

not expect the true formation density to be influenced by
the degree to which the tool fails to make contact with the
wall, a strong correlation of the correction curve with the '"

corrected density curve suggests over-correction. By the ,_
same argument, the anti-correlation observed in Figure 1 _-

suggests undercorrection. ._

I',S 1.0 , J _ _ ,

Depth. It
D
U

Figure2.The correcteddensityofFigureI,,,longwiththeassociatedlong

2g. and short-spacedapparentdensities(upper,middle,andlowercurves

"_cm _ respectively).
ca ,, Figure 3 shows data from a gap test of a

commercial two-detector sonde on blocks of known

density, and with a radius of curvature of 220 ram. The
-0,.5 ,, , .I i , i
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Figure 1. Corrected density and the amount of correction from a large 2.6
water-filled hole with rough walls, using the standard method.
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The two detectors can be calibrated to read the "_ ,, / _

same density when in contact, i.e., when the gap has zero _ ,.,-_,_ _ _. _
. thickness, and more recant correction algorithms are _ ,_ . _ _'

I/1

written in terms of the apparent densities seen by the two _ ,_ \detectors instead of the count rates observed (Tittman, -o _-,r-_. ,o._= _,
1986). An equation ofthe form: _ '°

:,,=o,+ -o.1 ,> ..
1.0 ,l ,, _ , , i _ , i

is commonly used, where Pt is the true density, Pl and Ps Density difference.gin/co

are the long and short detector apparent densities, and a is Figure3. Data from a gap test oft commercud two-detector density tool on

the coefficient of proportionality (Ellis, 1987). blocksof knowndensityand220nunradiusofcurvature.



electron densities of the blocks are 1.48, 1.74, and 2.62 The foregoing discussion shows that the
gm/cc. On each block the count rates of the two detectors proportionality coefficient in the two-detector algorithm

were recorded with the sonde in contact, and with 6, 13, 19 changes with the mode of contact and formation density
and 25-mm shims inserted between the sonde and the and therefore can vary with depth in the hole. We have
block. The shims were inserted in three separate ways, at developed a method to determine the coefficient
the source end of the sonde, at the far detector end of the dynamically. The method assumes the same model
sonde and at both ends equally. These are identified in the described above in Eq 1) but does not require parallelism.

figure only for the 2.62 density block, since the data sets It uses the variation of the two density signals with depth to
for the thJ'eeblocks are similar in shape. The countrates determine the value of the coefficient most consistent with

were calibrated to density by a semilog fit ofthe zero-gap that model, assuming true density varies more slowly than
, counts to the known block densities. In the figure the long the gap effects. We call this method maximum-likelihood

spaced density is plotted versus the difference in density compensation (MLC) because, essentially, this is a
seen by the two detectors. The degree to which each set of maximum likelihood ( for Gaussian distributions, least

, data points can be fit with a straight line is an indicator of squares) fitting process.
the validity of Eq. 1) at any particular formation density.
The different slopes for the data from the different blocks THEORY

(identified by their intercept with the Pl axis) shows that the
value of a in Eq. 1) varies with formation density. It is Almost all standard least square fitting routines

also apparent that if the source end is in contact on a fiat assign all error to the dependent, or y axis. This is
surface, the gap at the detector end affects both detectors' equivalent to minimizing the sum of the squares of the

density readings by nearly the same amount, i.e.,pl-Ps=0, vertical distance of each point from the fitted line, and
so no correction would be applied by Eq 1) even though these routines may not perform properly if both axes of the

fit have significant noise. This assumption is much morecorrection is needed. On the other hand, a gap at the source
end with the detector end in contact would be overcorrected important than one might at first suppose, because the value

by the standard approach, determined for the fitted slope can vary greatly depending
on the choice made. The choice is particularly important

Figure 4 shows the data of Figure 2 plotted in the when the variance of the data points from the fitted line is
manner of Figure 3. The short-spaced data are shifted in large, but because there are a large number of points, the
depth by. 125 feet to align them with the long-spaced data. expected error of the fit is relatively small. There is ample
The data are clearly structured and amenable to fitting by discussion of this problem in the literature on statistical
Eq I). One can even see a non-linearity in the data which theory, but little in the applied journals (Rock and Duffy,
suggests possibilities for further hnprovement. The entire 1986), which is perhaps why most of us usually assume all
100-foot interval is shown here, so some of the spread is error in the y, or dependent, data, even though errors can be
because of changing formation density, very large. We derive a solution as follows:

If we have a data set ofx and y values which fits a model
of the form:

2.11

, '_ y=cxx+b

E
_- " with no error, then the slope can be calculated as:

• ._
_._

I.I

t"

o where Oy and o x are the standard,, deviations of y and x. If,
instead, we have a data set:

1.11

__---'7--._,_, 0_, ,_,_, ,_, ,_, x=X+ex

Density diff.,gm/c y-_-t-f.,y

Figure 4. Long spaced density of Figure 2 versus the difference between where the x and y have errors ex and Ev, independent of thelong and short'spaced densities. The full 100.foo! interval is shown.
true values x and y respectively, the calculated standard



deviation will be relatedto the standarddeviationof the a as a functionof depthas shown in Figure5. This varying
truevalues and the standarddeviation of the errors,by: a is then used in Eq. 1) with the long and short-spaced

do-_;._ydata in a point-by-point fashion to obu_ a
Ox2.Ox2 +o ey2 correcteddensity. Figure6 is the analogof Figure2, done

Oy2ffiOy2+Oey2 by the new methodfor comparison. Note that the dips in

We can now solve for the standarddeviationsof the true _ . . ,

values of x and y and calculate the slope, a: '_' i2.1

I,.4

I °°2 = 1 --:

4°, . /
_ _ _ 1.@. • a, _---/_ ,if, 2) _ ...

Where R is the standard"coefficient of correlation"or

"goodnes_of fit"parameterandRx is its analog for errors ,,_ ,,',0 ,,'_ ,& 2,_,o,,', _,',o ,& 2,_ ,,',o ,n,,
in x. The sign of a must be the same assign of the cross. Depth. feel

correlation of x and y, in our case always positive. Figure5.The correctioncoefficient,_ for thedataof Figure2, determined
by the MLCmethod.

This solution reducesto standardleast squares
when ex--0, although in thatcase we can solve for,rather

thanestimate, ey. It also agrees with a resultpublished _ '
elsewhere (Miller, 1986) which allocates the expected " '
errors to the x and y axes via a parameterg which defines '_' _.

their ratio. The slope can thenbe determinedwithout _ 'j _A_AA i_

specifying ey or ex. The formof equation2), however, "_ '-' vlfil_jlI

suggests a symmetrynotmentionedby Miller;thatif we >:,,-,

assume the x and y errorsareequalwhen scaled by the x ._ ,.
and y standarddeviations, or ranges, i.e.: _ ,,

,, V

Depth, feet

, then Ry is equal to Rx, andthe ratioreduces to 1.0, Figure 6. Longand shott-spt ;d densityof Figure2 withthecorrected
regardless of the specific values of _ or ex. This then is an density fromMLC(m/ddle, Io,ver,anduppercurves respectively).
implicit assumption of thecurrentmethod,since we

t

calculate the slope as: density have been removed,andthe result is moreuniform
in depth, ridingthe peaksof the uncorrecteddensitiesas it

Gy should. There are a few high densityexcursions,e.g., at
O_= _ 3) 2144 and2156 feet, apparentlydue to the non-linearity

G, noted in Figure4. The firing windows at these locations
containno low values for the density difference,lying

APPLICATION entirelym the fight halfof thedata of the figure,beyond
the bend in the datatrend. Extrapolatingthis datapastthe

Using Eq. 3), where the y axis is the long-spaced bend to the verticalaxis wouldproduceovercorrection. We
density and the x axis is the density differencebetween the expect to improvethisby using a non-linearmodel inplace
two detectors, and calculatingthe standarddeviationsover of Eq. I). Note thatthis is a difficult case, withhigh
the 4 fl of data surroundingeach depth of interest,produces formationdensityandrough wall, andrequirescorrections



as large as 1.0 gm./cc, well beyond the 0.1 gm/cc range holes withuniformmudcake,the standardmethod may
over which the standardalgorithmis consideredapplicable workbetter than MLC,if the value of_ is appropriate.In

rougherholes with no mudcake,eitherair or liquidfilled,
Figure 7 shows an example from a !7.5-inch air- the MLCmethod maybe better. Neither method can work

filled hole with an interestinggap problemwe have seen if the gap occurspredominantlyat the detectorend, for that
several times. The densitytool used is again an industry case gap measurement devices are needed.
standard two-detector tool. Because of the drillingmethods
or hardware used, the hole follows a helical path with a
pitch of about 10m. Thisproduces a sinusoidal gap In applying this method plots like Figure3 should
variation. The figure overlaysthe density producedby the be examined to be surethe long and short-spaceddensities

, standard algorithm on the logging truck with the MLC approach equality at their peaks. Their failure to do so
correcteddensity. Also shown is the standardcorrection generally indicates impropercalibrationor an unusual
curve from the logging truck. Both the logging company downhole situation suchas a glob of mud lodged overone
curves show the lO-moscillations, but the MLC curve does of the detector ports in an air-filled hole. The long and
not, tracking the peaks of the logging company density data short-spaced densities required are not normally shown on
and producing a more uniform curve, the log, but the data, at least in the form of count rates, are

usually available on tape and the associated calibration data
can gene/'ally be found in the heading/calibration data on

_,ii - __-_l " ' . the log. We recommend requesting this data from the

_° l_ logger, if only forQ/Apurposes. The calibrationmust be

'i' _"'_V such that the two detectorswould read the same when in
i_ full contact with the wall in the downholeenvironment"_" expected (holesize, mud weight,etc.). The log analyst
'"_ _1| I mustalsoensurethatthe two detectorcurvesregisterin

'° ! [ depth, as the loggers do not at,ways do this with sufficient•_ O_ accuracy.

_' We consider the MLC method to be of very
general applicability, with this application to two-detector

_° density a first example of its usefulness. While it is
-°_,oo,,, ,,0 ,,o ,,. ,**,_0,,0 _, ,,o _ ,,0 ,,0 ,, _ ,oo common to do statistical fits on data sets to determine

Depth, feet underlying structure, e.g., the various cross-plots done by
Figure 7.MLCcorrecteddensity, logger corrected density tad logger log analysts, we are not aware of efforts to do so in a
correction curve (upper, middle and lower curves respectively), for tt 17.5" sliding window, obtaining a fit which can vary with
air-filled hole. position in the data set. We expect to apply this method to

other log types such as neutron and sonic, as well as
CONCLUSIONS between log types to infer rock properties not directly

measured by the separate logs.
The MLC method appears to be superior to the

standard method in the cases examined so far, and is ACKNOWLEDGMENT
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